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Abstract 
Morality is very important in life, and it facilitates social interaction. The morality that is 
instilled in the home, in schools, and in the wider society makes it easier for individuals 
to function in their lives. For this reason, the factors influencing the morality of students 
warrant urgent investigation. A quantitative approach was chosen for this study, one 
using research scales. The three research scales comprised the morality scale, both self-
adjustment scales, and the self-control scale. The research subjects comprised 210 
students at the senior high school Al-Yasini Pasuruan, all aged 14–18 years. The study 
resulted in four findings: First, self-adjustment influences the morality of students. 
Second, self-control also influences the morality of students. Third, self-adjustment and 
self-control both have a positive effect on morality. Four, self-control proved to be a 
mediator between self-adjustment and morality. The results of this study suggest that a 
more comprehensive study for determining other research variables will yield different 
results, however. More specifically, further studies will be needed to reveal other factors 
that may promote morality in school students.  
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Introduction 

The education system of Indonesia has generally so far been able to foster a high level of 

morality in students, with the model for implementing educational programs in schools playing 

a central role in improving the morality of students. Unfortunately, moral deviations persist in 

school environments, such as students participating in undesirable behavior like fighting with 

other students (CNN Indoensia, 2020), skipping school, and cheating on exams (Abdi, 2019).  

Poor morality directly leads to low moral identity and a lack of altruistic behavior (Yang et al., 

2020). Good morality is therefore needed to help students build a positive character. In the 

world of education, a morality crisis can only be prevented if moral education is delivered 

through each lesson in the school environment. 

Various efforts therefore need to be made to ensure that students have the morality they need. 

Individuals with a high level of morality tend to behave well and be accepted by others. Good 

morality can also be observed in other individual aspects, such as self-control (Hirtenlehner & 

Kunz, 2016;  Morán-Soto & Benson, 2018 ; Olivares & Ceglie, 2020)  and self-adjustment  

(Aslan, 2021; Bradley, 2021; Hassan & Elfeky, 2015; Tarman & Dev, 2018). Monitoring one’s 

own condition and having good social interactions can be made possible at school through 
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various activities, such as discussions between peers about lessons and jointly solving problems 

related to morality. These trigger interactions between individuals and friends, especially about 

moral themes. These interactive group activities and self-reflection increase students’ 

understanding of morality as something positive. They also help understand how various 

behaviors manifest in accordance with the development of morality in students, especially for 

adolescents at high school (SMA) level. However, the problem of morality in high school 

students is an urgent problem, so gaining insights into the relationship that self-adjustment and 

self-control has with the morality of students will be very useful. 

Many psychologists have conducted studies about morality. In general, it is influenced by 

various internal and external factors (Schauster et al., 2020; Thomas & Dunphy, 2014; Xiang 

et al., 2020). Morality arises not just due to external factors, such as external stimuli and 

environmental factors—it is also influenced by individual factors, such as personal 

characteristics (Başok & Sayer, 2020;  Hofmann et al., 2018). Research into the importance of 

these internal factors has emphasized the psychological aspects of an individual’s internal self, 

including personality features and the attitudes of social groups (Abd Rahim  et al., 2021; Bursal 

& Polat, 2020; Graham et al., 2011; Karademir Coskun, Erdogdu, & Kokoc, 2020; Padır, Ayas, 

& Horzum, 2021). Another important factor is the role of emotions (Eisenberg, 2000). We 

expect that the implementation and results of this research will practically benefit high school 

students and equivalent learners (Polat, 2020). In addition, it will help guide the direct teaching 

of moral values in schools, such as by providing moral material or encouraging students to read 

books that have a moral theme and follow their development. What is more, the government, 

but especially schools, should understand that the morality of students can be developed through 

moral education in accordance with their level of development (Solikhah & Budiharso, 2020a). 

Theoretically, this study will contribute for educational psychology in Indonesia, especially for 

the theme of student morality.  

Problems with morality can cause other more serious problems, such as aggressiveness (van 

den Berg et al., 2020) and bullying. Several recent studies have shown that happiness, sadness, 

and anger correlate with moral behavior (Eisenberg, 2000). Efforts are therefore needed to 

overcome the problem of poor morality, but improving morality requires adjustment. The 

various stages in this adjustment process include i) providing individual encouragement that is 

meaningful in terms of life opportunities and environmental demands; ii) learning about the 

state of the self and the limitations of the environment; iii) understanding oneself and the 

environment; iv) dynamically integrating drive, ability, and perception with the opportunities, 
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demands, and limitations of the environment; and v) achieving a positive-negative or active-

passive self or a combination thereof (Hurlock, 1987; Schneiders, 1964). Self-control is one of 

the psychological aspects that correlates with morality (Hirtenlehner & Kunz, 2016).  Indeed, 

it is the most important element of morality because it regulates behavior (Vitell et al., 2009). 

It is therefore a prerequisite for ethical behavior (Geyer & Baumeister, 2005), and it is very 

important for achievement and wellbeing (Molden et al., 2012; More & Rodgers, 2020). A 

study of  Tangney et al., (2004) showed someone  with a high degree of self-control have greater 

values,  are harder to try, and this is another characteristic of moral identity. Otherwise the poor 

self-control lowering the value of personality resources (Baytemir, 2016). The results of one 

study showed that self-control training is effective at reducing impulsive excessive purchasing 

(Aboyassin & Sultan, 2017). Self-control activities are useful for helping students to understand 

morality, and this greatly aids them in their future lives. 

In general, research has only partially analyzed morality, so this complex phenomenon is not 

well described. This study is based on four basic assumptions: First, Self-adjustment is 

important aspects in predicting a student’s morality. Second, self-control is important aspects 

in predicting a student’s morality. Third, morality results from the various factors that surround 

both self-control and self-adjustment. Four, self-adjustment is positioned as an independent 

variable that affects morality, while self-control is positioned as a moderating variable because 

it helps strengthen this relationship with morality. 

Literature Review 

Morality 

Morality is often interpreted as guiding individuals to behaviors that are deemed desirable by 

society (Rogers, 1977). Morality has two characteristics: First, moral judgment is not 

determined solely. Second, rules that are guided in a community (Killen & Dahl, 2019). There 

are three levels of moral development (Kohlberg, 1975). The first pre-conventional stage 

includes paying attention to obedience and the law, and this usually takes place at age four to 

ten. The moral concept that develops, among other factors, determines if bad behavior occurs, 

depending on the level of perceived punishment for this bad behavior, such that it may become 

desirable to avoid that punishment. The next pre-conventional stage involves paying attention 

to the satisfaction of needs. Good behavior is related to satisfying one’s wants and needs without 

considering others. The second level is conventional, and this involves the child paying 

attention to his or her own image and obeying laws and rules (Aronson et al., 2020), This stage 

typically occurs at age 10–13 years. The third level is post-conventional, and this is experienced 
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by individuals aged 13 years and over. It includes the stage of paying attention to other 

individuals, with good behavior following social rules and standards. The next stage then 

involves paying attention to moral principles and good social behavior based on personal moral 

principles that derive from universal law.  

According to the various opinions of psychology figures (e.g., Campbell & Kumar, 2012; 

Clarkeburn, 2002; Derryberry & Thoma, 2005; Kohlberg, 1975; Tangney et al., 2007; 

Tongsuebsai et al., 2015) morality comprises four components. First, a person’s moral 

sensitivity involves feelings, such as how people feel sorry, resigned, and so on. For example, 

feelings of love enable a person to meet his or her moral obligations, such as when others are 

being ignored. Such people care about the perception of something. In line with the opinion of 

Clarkeburn (2002), moral sensitivity is when an individual correctly prioritizes the use of moral 

reasoning. Moral sensitivity in reasoning leads to moral judgments (Tongsuebsai et al., 2015). 

Second, Moral reasoning involves a settlement between individual interests and group interests, 

between desires and obligations. It includes emotional responses to children’s peers, such as 

empathy, and these are positively related to a child’s level of moral reasoning and directed help. 

It includes the reasoning a person applies when acting, based on applying moral values to 

certain situations (Campbell & Kumar, 2012).  

The third aspect is moral judgment, which is the ability of individuals to define themselves by 

selecting morals that determine what is to be done (Derryberry & Thoma, 2005).  The fourth 

aspect is moral behavior, which explains whether a person behaves morally or immorally 

according to the rules and makes decisions and takes action according to moral values (Tangney 

et al., 2007). The function of moral guilt in motivating moral behavior has received empirical 

support, whereas little or no evidence has been found for this with moral shame. A condition 

can be experienced by someone when what is the target of his life and according to the standard 

of fairness cannot be fulfilled and attributes this failure to him or herself.  Awareness of moral 

emotions is related to the steps of behavior, so emotion plays a big role in determining behavior 

(Kohlberg, 1975). 

Self-Adjustment 

Some figures in psychology define self-adjustment as the process by which individuals align 

their condition with the environment through learning, especially by individually interacting 

with the environment and the people in it (Calhoun & Acocella, 1990). Self-adjustment makes 

it easier for individuals to adapt themselves to the environment.  Schneiders (1964) posits that 

there are self-adjustment factors that exist within or outside individuals. The internal factors 
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include areas like physical condition, development and maturity, mental state in terms of self-

conception, perception, intelligence, interests, and personality. The external factors, 

meanwhile, include the family–community environment, the school environment, the person’s 

upbringing, the community’s social norms and customs, and the prevailing culture. 

Self-adjustment develops dynamically along with personality development (Hurlock, 1987). 

Individuals learn to respond to frustration and conflict in various ways, and these can become 

routine if they happen repeatedly. When these become a well-established habit, it is called a 

mechanism (Salinas-Vasquez et al., 2020). Based on the opinions of various figures in 

psychology, there are several mechanisms for individual adjustment, including aggression. We 

typically encounter many aggressive reactions in the lives of children, because children are still 

relatively influenced by their subjective feelings. Aggression causes individuals to attack the 

object of their frustration, and when repeated often, they develop aggressive habits. 

However, aggressive reactions do not always take the form of directly attacking the object of 

frustration, especially if attacking the object will disturb the individual. For example, if a 

student is frustrated with getting bad grades, his or her aggression may not be directed at the 

teacher who awarded the grades but rather friends or maybe parents, often through withdrawal. 

This reaction is relatively easy to implement and is usually chosen to avoid failure, so the person 

never tries if failure is a possibility. In education, this will be detrimental to the individual if it 

is practiced continuously (Solikhah, Imroatus & Budiharso, 2020b). For example, a child who 

always wants to watch every activity rather than participate will lose his passion for his 

surroundings. Next, through daydreaming, people achieve satisfaction with the delusional. 

People who have an aloof attitude are often more delusional. The classical system with a large 

number of students will encourage fantasizing as a means of adjustment. However, the impact 

of this classical system can be mitigated by paying attention to individual students, such as 

through curriculum adjustments. 

Schneiders (1964) stated that self-adjustment comprises three aspects, including personal 

harmony, where individuals can see and accept their condition, including in physical aspects, 

whatever it may be. With personal harmony, individuals are also able to recognize and respect 

the rights of others. It is considered a major aspect in the context of adjustment, so individuals 

with personal harmony find it easier to achieve balance in society, wherever they may be. The 

second aspect is shock absorbing skills, frustration, and conflict without significant emotional 

stress. Individuals who can overcome tensions and personal problems work efficiently and 

tolerate suboptimal situations without overacting or getting overexcited. The third aspect is 
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harmony with the environment, which implies being easily accepted by the community and 

getting along well with the people in it. Being able to sympathize with the environment is an 

important aspect of self-adjustment, because it leads to respecting values, the integrity of law, 

traditions, and community customs. 

Self-control  

Self-control refer to people’s capacity to modulate their actions and responses (Baumeister, 

2002), It is self-competence to organize and direct oneself and adjust oneself (Vitell et al., 

2009), Self-control overwrites an incipient response pattern and replaces it with another for  

example of an experiences (focus on controlling wild behavior), changing feelings (entering, 

leaving, or preserving unnatural emotions or moods), coordinating lust (for example, harboring 

seduction), modifying actions (holding back). Self-control can serve to control negative 

behavior, and this indirectly relates to morality (Vitell et al., 2009). Vitell's (2009) study states 

that self-control effect on symbolization of moral identity (r = 0.31, p <0.01).  

Tangney, et al., (2004) developed the concept of self-control and a measure of it based on five 

qualities: i) self-discipline; ii) a tendency to perform deliberate actions rather than impulsive 

ones (deliberate/non-impulsive action); iii) healthy habits (healthy habits); iv)  self-regulation 

or good work ethics; and v) reliability.  De Ridder et al., (2012)  developed another dimension 

of self-control that refers to the BSC concept, namely inhibition (inhibitor), which reflects the 

ability to refrain from directly acting on impulses for bad behavior. De Ridder also developed 

a scale measurement instrument for self-control, where the inhibitor dimension consists of six 

items. A further dimension is the initiatory, which reflects the ability to initiate goal-directed 

behavior and initiate positive things (de Ridder et al., 2012). 

Ferrari et al., (2009) researched self-control by developing measurement instruments that refer 

to the opinion of Tangney et al. (2004), who  that there are self-discipline is an important aspect, 

which is the ability to focus while conducting duties and prevent various disturbances from 

affecting concentration. Ferrari et al., (2009) compiled nine items as the dimensions of self-

discipline, and these refer to general patterns of individual self-discipline behavior and impulse 

control. They also compiled four items for impulse control, which is an individual’s ability to 

control his or her responses to impulses that may appear in order to achieve his or her long-term 

goals. Maloney et al. (2012) argues about the dimension of self-control is divided into two sub-

dimensions, namely restraint tendencies that manifest when applying self-control. They also 

decomposed restraint into four items, one of which is impulsivity. Impulsivity is a tendency to 

spontaneously act based on intuition.  
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Explanation of Moderating Variables 

Barriers to individual development arise from many sources, and the presence of obstacles will 

hinder progress in the subsequent period (Hurlock, 1987). Adjustment is hampered when there 

are striking differences between expectations and individual behavior in society. If someone’s 

behavior does not align with the expectations of the community and the standards it demands , 

he or she will receive a bad assessment, especially if the behavior falls well below the expected 

standards (Calhoun & Acocella, 1990). This will affect the individual’s socialization process 

and lead to morality and societal norms not being applied (Benlahcene et al., 2018). A person 

with adjustment barriers will tend to not develop morality or good self-control (Bryant, 2009). 

Other individuals may also find it difficult to accept them because of behaviors that manifest 

due to bad self-adjustment. For example, it will be more difficult for people to control 

themselves when making friends, because they will be less likely to accept them. In addition, it 

can also result in a quiet attitude, where one closes oneself off from the environment. What is 

more, it may be difficult to adapt to the community’s circumstances, because it feels 

uncomfortable and difficult to follow group standards, resulting in not following the rules of 

society and behaving modestly. 

Adjustments are successful when they satisfy individuals and make them more likely to repeat 

an action, while unsuccessful adjustments will cause conflicts for individuals (Calhoun & 

Acocella, 1990). School is a place of learning, but childhood conflicts related to adjustment can 

emerge there. Schools may therefore make preventive efforts to avoid children having difficulty 

adjusting. As learning takes place, teachers holistically know and understand their students and 

the types of difficulties they face. It is necessary to provide guidance, coaching, and training 

for these students, so they are not repressed when they make mistakes. A school needs to 

actively communicate with its students, and when correcting students, it must explain the 

child’s mistakes and educationally inform them (LePage et al., 2011). When students 

understand their mistakes, they will perform better. A further curative action may be needed 

when a student shows an outrageous attitude due to a failure in the adjustment process 

(Schneiders, 1964). Changing such behavior can only be achieved through concerted effort with 

professional assistance. 

The world of education should be oriented toward students, so they can later adjust themselves 

according to their role in society. Indeed, students need to adjust thoroughly, such as by 

adapting to a school environment and its lessons, as well as a school’s curriculum. Adjustments 

may involve changing personal appearance or physical skills and adapting to teachers, peers, 
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social groups, and the wider community environment. There should be a balance between 

individuals changing themselves and changing the environment to suit themselves (Darolia, 

2020; Mullins, 2019). Individuals who successfully adjust themselves will find it easier to carry 

out various activities in society and comply with social norms, and this in turn influences their 

morality (Hassan & Elfeky, 2015). Self-adjustment is one of the psychological aspects that 

correlates with self-control (Tangney et al., 2004), and the success of students to cultivating 

moral values, is influenced by self-control (Hirtenlehner & Kunz, 2016). By promoting good 

self-adjustment in a well-directed school education, students gain a better understanding of self-

adjustment, and their cultivation of moral values will be better (Usakli, 2010).   

This article tries to cover the various shortcomings by proposing a combination of self-

adjustment and self-control factors, with these being independent variables in our model. 

Hypothetically, these two variables are important for improving morality. There are four 

hypotheses to test: i) self-adjustment plays a significant role in morality. ii) Self-control is an 

important factor in morality. iii) Self-control and self-adjustment both play a significant role in 

morality. Finally, iv) the role of self-adjustment in increasing morality is greater when 

moderated by self-control. 

Figure 1.  

Literature review of the theoretical relationships between variables 

 

 

 

Methods 

This study’s sample comprised students aged 14–18 years attending a high school in Pasuruan. 

The choice of adolescent subjects was based on two reasons: First, adolescence is a period of 

social development as children begin to get involved in the process of socialization and interact 

with other people more broadly in line with their increasing social needs. Second, cognitively 

speaking, adolescents aged 12 years and over are in the formal operational phase (Piaget & 
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Inhelder, 2019) which means that they have started becoming able to understand and think 

conceptually and abstractly. Indeed, high school students are at the stage of psychosocial 

development, which in Erikson’s view is the fourth stage, namely the industrial age (industry 

vs. inferiority). Children need to socially cooperate and self-evaluate. Achieving successful 

character building requires morality, pleasant social interactions, and character-building 

experiences at school. 

A total of 210 students at the senior high school Al-Yasini were randomly selected as research 

subjects, with 68 being male and 142 being female. A questionnaire was used for data 

collection. There were three main variables, namely self-adjustment as an independent variable, 

self-control as a moderating variable, and morality as the dependent variable. These were 

measured according to three scales for morality, self-adjustment, and self-control. The morality 

scale was based on the concept of morality put forward by Campbell & Kumar, (2012). 

Clarkeburn (2002),  Derryberry & Thoma, (2005), Kohlberg  (1975), (Tangney et al., 2007) and  

Tongsuebsai et al., (2015) and this comprises four aspects, namely, moral reasoning, sensitivity, 

judgment and behavior. The reliability estimate of the morality scale was originally 34, and 

after the trial, 31 items met the requirements for use as research data-collection tools with a 

Cronbach’s alpha of 0.911. The item difference was between 311 and 610, with valid items 

having a significance level of p <0.05 and being positively correlated. What is more, a factor 

analysis test revealed a high degree of variance (KMO of 0.725), a probability value for 

Bartlett’s test less than 0.05, and an item-loading factor greater than or equal to 0.5. 

The self-control scale was based on the concept of  De Ridder et al. (2012), where self-control 

comprises the two dimensions of inhibition and initiation, augmented with the opinion of  

Ferrari et al., (2009), where there are the two dimensions of self-discipline and impulse control.  

Maloney et al., (2012) also divided self-control over two dimensions, namely impulsivity and 

restraint. The self-control scale initially consisted of 45 items, but only 34 items met the 

requirements for a research data-collection tool, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.904 and a 

difference in moving items between 0.304 and 0.551. This was further limited to items that 

were valid with a significance level of p <0.05 and positively correlated. What is more, a factor 

analysis test revealed a high degree of variance (KMO of 0.725), a probability value for 

Bartlett’s test less than 0.05, and an item-loading factor of at least 0.5. 

 

The self-adjustment scale comprised 26 items based on the opinion of Schneiders (1964),   and 

this covers aspects of personal harmony, the ability to cope with tension, and harmony with the 

environment. Of the 26 items, 20 items met the requirements for use as a research data-
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collection tool, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.818 and a moving difference between 0.303 and 

0.495. This was further limited to valid items with a significance level p <0.05 and a positive 

correlation. A factor analysis of the self-adjustment scale for three aspects is feasible because 

the factor analysis test data has a high degree of variance (KMO is 0.725), the probability value 

for Bartlett’s test is under 0.05, and the item-loading factor is at least 0.5 

Results 

This study of morality in the high school students Al-Yasini Pasuruan employs three main 

variables, namely self-adjustment, self-control, and morality as the dependent variable. These 

variables were analyzed using regression with the SPSS statistical software. Based on this data 

analysis, the following research results were obtained. 

The Effect of the Self-Adjustment on Morality 

Self-adjustment and self-control are important aspects in predicting a person’s morality because 

they predict a person’s capacity to align with the environment and interact with this world in 

three main aspects: i) personal harmony; ii) ability to cope with tension, frustration and conflict; 

and iii) harmony with the environment. Being able to sympathize with the environment is an 

important aspect of adjustment in terms of respecting values, the integrity of law, traditions, 

and community customs. The results of hypothesis test are listed in Table 1 below. 

Table 1. 
Hypothesis test results for the effect of self-adjustment on morality 

No. Correlation p R Square F Remark 

1 . .457a .000 . .208 57.760 Accepted 

  

The correlation analysis for the self-adjustment variable and the morality variable resulted in 

the correlation value r = 0.457, F = 57.760, R Square = 0.208, and of p = 0.000 (< 0.01). The 

research hypothesis was therefore accepted, namely that self-adjustment has a very significant 

effect on morality. This means that self-adjustment has a positive relationship with the morality 

of students, with it contributing 20.8%. The positive influence of self-adjustment on children’s 

morality manifests when students enjoy a personal harmony with the environment and interact 

more with their friends, which in turn helps students to develop moral values.  
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The Effect of Self-Control on Morality 

Self-control is also seen as an important psychological aspect for enhancing morality. In this 

study, self-control is manifested in terms of inhibition, initiation, self-discipline, impulse 

control, impulsivity and restraint. The SPSS analysis results reveal a correlation between self-

control and morality, which is reflected in Table 2: 

Table 2. 
Test results for the effect of self-control on morality 

No. Correlation P R Square 
F 

Remark 

1 .660a .000 . 435 160.202 Accepted 

 

The data analysis test for the effect of self-control on morality resulted in a correlation value r 

= 0.660, F = 160.202, p = 0.000, and R Square = 0.435. The research hypothesis was therefore 

accepted, namely that self-control has a very significant and positive effect on morality. Good 

self-control in students is therefore positively related to their morality, with an effective 

contribution of 43.5%. The better self-control that students have, the better their morality is. 

The Effect of Self-Adjustment and Self-Control on Morality 

This study proposes that self-adjustment and self-control jointly influence morality. The results 

are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3.  
Test results for the effect of self-adjustment and self-control on morality 

Correlation p R Square F Remark 

0.665 .000 .442 82.095 Accepted 

  
The hypothesis test resulted in a correlation value r = 0.665, F = 82.095, p = 0.000, and an R 

Square = 0.442. The research hypothesis was therefore accepted, namely that self-adjustment 

and self-control a very significant influence morality. Thus, self-adjustment and self-control do 

jointly have a positive relationship with morality, with an effective contribution of 44.2%. The 

acceptance of this hypothesis represents a positive contribution to the scientific knowledge of 

educational psychology for achieving a level of high morality in students. Indeed, the results of 

this study indicate that self-adjustment and self-control are two important factors affecting the 

morality of students in senior high schools, both individually and collectively. 
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The Impact of Self-control as a Moderating Variable  

The relationship between self-adjustment and self-control with regards to morality was 

analyzed in this study through two scenarios. The first scenario involved establishing the effect 

of each independent variable on morality, and both were found to have a significant effect. The 

second scenario involved positioning the self-control variable as a moderating variable between 

self-adjustment and morality. This suggests that a person with a high degree of self-adjustment 

can better adapt to other people when supported by better self-control. We speculate that 

someone with good self-control finds it easier to regulate behavior, making it easier to interact 

with other people and adapt to society. 

The results of the hypothesis test can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4. 
Test results for the effect of self-control as moderating the relationship between self-

adjustment and morality 

 No Correlation p R Square 
F 

Remark 

1 0.673a .000 .453 56.860 Accepted 

  
The data analysis revealed a correlation value r = 673, F = 56.860, and p = 0.000 (< 0.01). This 

proves that self-control has a very significant effect on the relationship between self-adjustment 

and morality. The effective contribution of self-adjustment to morality was found earlier to be 

20.8%, but on also considering the moderating variable of self-control, the effective 

contribution rose to 45.3%. 

Discussion and Conclusion  

This research proves that two dominant factors jointly influence morality, namely self-

adjustment and self-control. However, morality is further improved when self-adjustment is 

complemented by self-control. Individuals with a high capacity for self-adjustment will achieve 

even better moral behaviors when they can also exercise good self-control. Indeed, when self-

adjustment was measured alone, the effective contribution was just 20.8%, but when moderated 

by self-control, the effective contribution was a much higher 45.3%. Self-control therefore 

amplifies the effect of self-adjustment on morality. 

The results of this study suggest that morality has multiple facets that are connected through 

multiple relationships. Self-adjustment—which embodies values about interaction with, and 

adaptation to, the environment—will foster good levels of morality, especially when combined 
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with good self-control. However, cultivating morality is not just about having good self-

adjustment due to experience and a flexible perspective of the surrounding environment, thus 

making someone more able to adapt to the environment. Indeed, this is not always the primary 

factor in making someone morally sound, because other factors are at play. While the 

combination of our two factors were shown to have significance for morality, the results of our 

statistical analyses also suggest that other factors also play a role in shaping students’ morality, 

because 54.7% contribution remains unexplained. However, people with a good level of 

morality are less likely to show negative or aggressive behaviors toward  others (van den Berg 

et al., 2020). This is in line with ecological theory that posits that individual development, 

including morality, is influenced by the social context (Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000).  

From the perspective of developmental psychology —such as family, school, and friends—

plays an important role in individual development (Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000). Learning 

in schools, in this regard, is just one source for learning about morality. However, the integrated 

learning model, does indeed provide ample opportunities for introducing the value of morality 

by integrating moral values into the curriculum and cultivating character through classroom and 

extra-curricular activities.  

Good morality can manifest in the form of helpful behaviors toward others and a willingness to 

engage in more social activities. Such morality can greatly support individual’s future success, 

because they will be more sensitive to other people’s problems and have a good character, so 

they will be easily accepted in society. Personal skills are also needed to support social 

activities. Good self-adjustment leads to behaviors that many people will approve of, because 

they have adapted to this end, while self-control will help regulate behavior during social 

relationships. Good morality is therefore essential in social relationships between humans. The 

influence provided by good morality will be useful for people, especially in their social lives. 

This study, self-adjustment has a positive effect on morality, and this agrees with research that 

showed that in social comparison situations, compensation beyond the relationship between 

groups strengthens the interpersonal dynamics (Terache et al., 2020) while the added value of 

social competence is also related to literacy competence (Balsalobre-Lorente et al., 2020; 

Brown et al., 2020; Marques & Xavier, 2021; Nkomo, Dube, & Marucchi, 2020; Ramos et al., 

2021).  

The success of students in all aspects, in addition to cultivating moral values, is influenced by 

self-control (Hofmann et al., 2018) and self-adjustment skills (Hassan & Elfeky, 2015). The 

learning of morality should be continued along with the forming of life skills. This will need a 
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teaching infrastructure and institutions capable of bridging the transformation process from 

cognition to life skills. Schools offer a social environment that is easier to control, although it 

also has the potential to create very exclusive peer groups. Therefore, a pattern of parenting 

(Nunes et al., 2020) that incorporates controlled mentoring from seniors may be another 

solution to pursue in addition to involving students in activities that nurture morality. Activities 

that lead to solidarity developing between fellow students should also be further enhanced. 

Self-adjustment influences morality, but character building and morality should not only be 

taught but also cultivated within a school environment through all the facets of learning, 

including integrating it into the curriculum, the actors involved, and the social infrastructure. 

The school environment should also strive to protect students from violent acts of any form by 

instilling ethical values and morality. Schools should also act as a forum for all students to build 

a positive character. This can be facilitated through good interactions between teachers, 

students, and other educational personnel, and it can also involve the government and the wider 

community, as well as student guardians. An ideal school environment acts as a model for 

students to base a positive character on and shun negative behavior like violence.  

It turns out that positioning the self-control variable as a moderating variable amplifies the 

significance of the effect of self-adjustment on morality, thus demonstrating the complex nature 

of the factors influencing morality. Instead of being influenced by a single variable, morality is 

a function of an individual’s character in terms of self-adjustment and self-control. Having a 

character with a high level of morality is the most important aspect to develop in the world of 

education. The first step in helping students reach a high level of morality is to anticipate 

whether students can control themselves well in all environments, such as by refraining from 

violence (Tittle et al., 2010). If not, a personal awareness can be planted that conveys how acts 

of violence are counterproductive and must be ended. Instilling a high level of awareness about 

morality can begin at an early age in the family and school environments. Religious education, 

when implemented correctly, is an effective way to safeguard the morality of students in early 

life (Vitell et al., 2009). 

Methodologically, this research reveals a need for alternative scenarios in statistical testing, 

which may also involve a moderating variable. Theoretically, this research can also benefit from 

greater care in deriving the concepts of morality, self-adaptation, and self-control. There are at 

least three important areas where future studies could build upon this research. First, the 

research results showed that the contribution of the two independent variables is 44.2%., 

indicating that other unknown variables are also playing an important role in shaping students’ 
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moral behavior. Second, the results may differ if the analysis variables were to be analyzed at 

the level of the research indicator. Third, considering that morality involves understanding 

concepts that are to be practiced, it does not arise in just the school environment—learning at 

the family level is also an important prerequisite in achieving a good level of morality. 

However, this study has some limitations and weaknesses in its analysis of self-adjustment’s 

effect on moral behavior. One drawback of this study is that it does not include social 

infrastructure variables. In addition, this study is limited to subjects in a certain age range at a 

certain high school. A more comprehensive and in-depth study is therefore needed to 

understand the influence of other factors on student morality. This will help us better understand 

which concepts and factors may help foster good morality in the character of school students in 

general. 
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